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designs & deliveries

Coastal protection
Abeille Bourbon, the first of two identical coast
protection vessels designed and equipped by RollsRoyce, was delivered to Groupe Bourbon earlier this
year, and is intended to prevent disasters such as the
Erika and Prestige happening in the future.
The design, designated UT515, is derived from
the well known family of Rolls-Royce UT-Design
anchor handlers, and is now on long-term charter to
the French Navy.
Abeille Bourbon was built by Myklebust Verft in

ABEILLE BOURBON
Owner
Designer
Builder
Length, oa
Breadth
Draft
Accommodation
Main engines
Output

Groupe Bourbon
Rolls-Royce
Myklebust Verft
80m
16.5m
6m
25
4 x MaK 8M32C
4 x 4,000kW

tonnes was achieved, together with a speed of 19.8
knots at maximum continuous engine rating.

has three chambers.
The high speed will enable Abeille Bourbon to

Norway, and meets a very tough set of requirements

On deck, Abeille Bourbon is essentially laid out as

move quickly to an incident and its powerful pull

set by the owner, being a multipurpose salvage tug,

a deepsea towing and salvage tug. The main towing

should enable the tug to prevent a stricken vessel

coastguard and standby vessel.

winch is a Rauma Brattvaag two-drum hydraulic

grounding and tow it to safety.

Among their principal roles will be assistance to

unit. It has a 250-tonne pull on the first layer and can

Abeille Bourbon carries a selection of rescue

vessels at sea, deepsea towing, salvage of vessels in

hold 500 tonnes on the brake. Each winch drum can

craft. There are two MOB boats of the Springer 741

distress, fire and flooding control and anti-pollution

hold 1,600m of 80mm wire rope. Two low-pressure

design under single point Hydramarine davits, plus

activity. On trials, a bollard pull of just over 201

hydraulic motors power the winch and each of these

an inflatable with an outboard motor. OSJ

Fast DP crewboat

provide a high level of manoeuvrability.
The waterjets are powered by four Cummins
KTA38-M2 main engines, producing 1,350hp
(1,005kW) each at 1,900 rpm and turning through
ZF 2550 marine gears. The engine room is
particularly well laid out with good access to all
four main engines.
The design for the new crewboat originated with
naval architects AK Suda of New Orleans. The new
crewboat has a 34.1m x 7.9m cargo deck and
seating for 70 passengers in the main deck cabin
and accommodation for up to nine crew members

The most recent addition to the fleet of Diamond

is in the hull.
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MARY GRACE
Owner
Designer
Builder
Length, oa
Fuel
Water
Deck cargo
Cargo deck
Passenger seating
Main engines
Output
Class

Diamond Services
A K Suda
Conrad Aluminium
39.6m
147m3
257.4m3
272 tonnes
34 x 8m
70
4 x Cummins KTA38-M2
4 x 1,005kW
ABS Loadline and
USCG certified Subchapter T

Services, the crewboat Mary Grace, is the first vessel

The DP 1 class vessel is fitted with twin Cummins

to have been completed at Conrad Aluminium,

6CTA8.3-DM gensets which produce 125kW of

station keeping system takes reflected signals from

the new aluminium shipbuilding facility owned by

electricity each to meet the ship’s service power,

a rig and interfaces with the DP system to maintain

Conrad Industries.

including an electrically powered 100hp (74.5kW)

real space positioning,

The DP Class 1 crew boat joins a fleet of six

bow thruster from Thrustmaster of Texas.

Diamond Services new crewboat also has two

other crewboats in the Diamond Services fleet, and

In addition to its dynamic positioning system and

3.8m3/min fire monitors supplied by a pump driven

has a quartet of Hamilton HM-721 waterjets that

full suite of electronics, a Fanbeam Laser Radar 4.1

off an independent Cummins 6CTA8.3 engine. OSJ

Speed controlled
Marine’s new crewboat Jenny McCall, which is
fitted with four 1,340kW Cummins KTA50 M2 main
engines and the latest version of CSP Electronics’
controllable speed propulsion technology.
The CSP system allows the operator of the DP
system on board the vessel to achieve precise shaft

gear, the shaft rpm can be reduced on a continuous

rpm against a constant engine rpm. The engines on

scale from 240 rpm to 50 rpm.

Jenny McCall turn into Twin Disc 6848 gears with a

The CSP has allowed Seacor to run the engines at

2.93:1 reduction. With the engines idling at 750 rpm,

constant speed, thus reducing wear. Seacor has also

this equates to the 52 x 53in props turning at about

seen a significant reduction in fuel consumption, as the

250 rpm. If all four engines are locked in at that rpm,

CSP allows the boat to maintain position using less

the boat will be traveling at 7 knots. Even with just two

horsepower than conventional propulsion systems.

engines and the idle set at 650 rpm, the DP system

Passenger seating comprises 80 business-class

has to work extremely hard with constant shifting

seats and the 34.5m by 8.1m cargo deck can

forward and reverse to hold the vessel in position

handle 2.6 tonnes/m2 and can carry up to 355.6

under a rig when handling cargo. With the slipping

tonnes. OSJ
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JENNY McCALL

Gulf Craft of Patterson, Louisiana, built Seacor

52 I OSJ I annual review I 2005
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Owner
Builder
Length, oa
Length, bp
Beam
Depth
Loaded draft
Drill water
Potable water
Fuel
Dry bulk
Base oil
Deadweight
Cargo deck tonnage
Deck area
Main engines
Speed
Cruising speed
Class

Seacor
Gulf Craft
52m
49m
10m
4m
3m
228m3
8m3
155m3
68m3
2m3
382 tonnes
356 tonnes
279m2
4 x Cummins KTA 50
26 knots
20 knots
ABS: +A1,
HSC Crewboat +AMS +DPS
www.osjonline.com
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